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What you need for a
successful Industry
4.0-ready software
project
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The incentive to digitalize factories opens up strong
innovative scenarios based on connectivity projects
extending from field sensors to information
management systems. Let’s see what we need to
know about the strategic planning of an Industry 4.0
project.

There has recently been a lot of talk about
digitalizing factories despite the fact that many
factories have already been using distributed
control systems, connected to complex
automation systems, for quite a while now. In
effect, the use of control systems with PLCs and
the use of SCADA/HMI supervision systems is
now consolidated practice in the world of
modern automation. SCADA/HMI, Gateway
systems and OPC Servers actually provide
access to production data in real-time and store
them for subsequent analysis. Industrial
automation systems have been in use for some
time and are certainly nothing new. So why has
Industry 4.0 become such a big issue to cause
governments to offer incentives to veer
corporate investments towards this direction?

Even though this technology is already
available, most companies have not quite
understood the real significance of the
production process automation and data
availability interconnection concept that
enables effective analysis aimed at reducing
inefficiency and waste.
It is quite normal to find that even the most
‘modern’ company still lacks real-time data,
machine-to-machine intercommunication and
production optimization. Instead, they still rely
on word-of-mouth among operators or
collecting data manually on written paper or, at
the most, electronically using Excel.

Smart Factories
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There could not be a better time than now to enter the era of Industry 4.0. By applying the Digital
Factories or Smart Factory concepts, individual production systems will no longer be complex systems
working in isolation, but components of an unique interconnected business system empowering the
efficiency of the entire productivity process.
The Industry 4.0 concept has become a new industrial revolution where factories become
interconnected and operators become part of a unique business system that unites information and
managerial levels with factory floor levels.
The new way of interpreting industrial production is conceived through the concepts of connectivity,
supervision, efficiency and flexibility, thanks to modern software platforms specifically designed for
Industry 4.0 - Smart Manufacturing.
The themes that companies need to focus on are:
• Connectivity, Gateway, OPC and IoT: use of tools that can connect to any field device system,
by means of communication protocols designed to facilitate their integration, to ensure
machine-to-machine connectivity among different systems, operators and managerial levels as
well as with Business Analytics based on Cloud.
• Supervision, HMI: systems are run effectively with ease through using eye-catching local or
remote user interfaces. These interfaces are purposely designed to be intuitive and functional
in such a way to guide operators through their tasks while completely aware of all ongoing
situations in real-time. The operator is intuitively guided through the execution of system setup
and running operations. They are also guided through activities to perform downtime analysis
and manage system restoration and scheduled maintenance.
• Performance Analysis: optimization of processes and machine performances by using
interconnected data that are collected on database or in the Cloud for subsequent
performance indexing and downtime analysis (OEE, KPIs, Downtime) and “Machine Learning”
analysis to optimize maintenance.
• Mobility and Augmented Reality for operator use: adopting the use of mobile devices setup
with notification technology in order to give operators greater efficiency in running and
managing the various production processes. The implementation of Augmented Reality
improves the efficiency with which complex system setups and maintenance are handled, thus
maximizes productivity and operativity in the field.

IT and OT convergence
The availability of all information across all enterprise levels has the advantage of closing the gap
between Operational Technology (OT) and Information Technology (IT). The convergence of these two
strategic sectors of the enterprise is per sè a big revolution that is changing the mindset of companies
to create the synergies needed for IIoT project implementation with the aim to realize realistic
productivity efficiency improvements that the company can benefit from. The strategic purpose of this
information is to aid the decision making processes automatically. This is the real challenge of Industry
4.0.
In order to reduce overall running and management costs to the minimum, it is essential that
your Industry 4.0 project is based on an open software platform based on standards. One that
is capable of handling all information at business level and one that can ensure the flexibility
needed for applications at vertical or transversal level across the entire organization.
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Connectivity 4.0

Most organizations that deploy modern technology
for their production processes are well aware that a
communication barrier exists between Information
Technology (IT) sectors and Operational Technology
(OT) sectors. The IT sector is generally occupied by
operating systems, databases and business servers,
communication networks, available data processing,
planning, logistics and orders. Instead, the OT sector
is generally occupied by systems that monitor events
and production related equipment, control,
maintenance and supervision systems such as PLC,
PAC, RTU, CNC, HMI and SCADA. Both these sectors
operate within the company using advanced
technology, however each one with a very different
approach and competence. As a result, the potential of both sectors remain unexpressed due to the
difficulty that the two different worlds have in communicating with each other. It has been estimated that a
majority of companies have a great amount of data available at factory level (40% to 80%) which remains
unknown to the IT departments that otherwise could be used to manage processes more efficiently in realtime. Therefore, the convergence of OT and IT due to the possibilities offered by connectivity technology,
such as OPC UA or IIoT, are revolutionizing the way company assets operate by rendering company
productivity processes more integrated.
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The importance of data
The importance of data is nothing new. It is quite apparent that each decision making process
is more effective when based on a large volume of concrete data in real-time. This is
something that has been evident at factory level for some time. OT operators are normally
used to managing the flux of information from PLCs towards SCADA systems in a way that
ensures efficient productivity.

This diagram shows an example of the Industry 4.O architecture
with the Progea software technology
However, in order for a 4.0 system to be setup in such a way to enable this, the information of
each component at OT level should be interconnected with each other and with those at IT
managerial level. This will allow information to be used to:
1.

2.

3.

Render machines “intelligent” and “smart” due to the possibility to share data in realtime with each other and the “auto-regulation” function according to information
received from other machines. For instance, the upstream machine can inform the next
in production line machines to adapt to production process changes.
Render the production process ‘intelligent’ according to production orders and logistic
and warehouse requirements. For instance, production plans can be adapted in realtime according to the number of orders received or the availability of raw material.
Optimize production, improve production processes due to removing inefficiencies
causing slowdowns, rejects or production downtimes. For instance, accurate analysis of
automatically collected data of the entire production process allows the causes of
inefficiency to be identified in order to adopt the most appropriate plans of action to
remove them. The performance indexes can then be applied to verify subsequent
production improvements as a result.

These all require an accurate analysis of specific needs, field technology, volume of data to be
dealt with, infrastructure reliability, performances and security. For an Industry 4.0 project to be
truly functional, it needs to have the full collaboration of OT and IT, so that the competence,
know-now and experience of each one can result successful for the company.
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RealTime I/O e Gateway

Industry 4.0 projects are based on the
connection and data exchange between field
systems and the managerial levels. The first
question to ask is: how can devices
understand each other? In order for the
devices to communicate with each other, you
must establish a physical connection
infrastructure with one or more
communication protocols in order to
interpret and transmit the available data to
and from the various systems in real time.
You will also need to understand which data
need to be exchanged with the machines at
operational level, which data are needed for
production analyzing and which are to be
exchanged between IT managerial levels and
field operational levels. Unfortunately, no
one for all standard exists yet and all
expectations lie on the adoption of OPC UA
as a universal standard. In reality, the
operational sector consists of a multitude of
system providers and builders, each one
using control devices and sensors (i.e. PLC)
that use different communication protocols.
Therefore, it is necessary to start with a
gateway infrastructure that has been setup
with protocols to communicate towards the

field but also with the ability to handle them
as multi-directional gateways to ensure
consistent information flow accordingly.
Progea proposes Connext©, an industrial
communication server that allows you to
manage all the most commonly used
industrial protocols. It also comes with
gateway functions towards OPC UA, the
world of IT and Cloud IoT. Connext© is a
modular software product that can run on
any PC or Embedded device, such as low
costing and robust industrial Box PCs, as well
as hosted in electrical panels.
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Inter-connectivity example:

Example of connectivity between different devices with different
communication protocols. The interconnection needed for Industry
4.0 is ensured by using Connext© as a Gateway.

Industrial communication protocols
The industrial world is made up of control devices which often use propriety communication
protocols. For instance, Siemens uses Ethernet communication protocols such as S7-TCP and TIA
Portal which are closed and propriety protocols. Rockwell has interfaces with the EtherNet/IP
protocol which are also used by other manufacturers, such as Omron, even though with slight
differences. Today, each system is inclined to use their own protocols (i.e. Mitsubishi, SAIA and
Panasonic). At the best of times, future inspired manufacturers use the most open and commonly
used communication protocols such as Modbus TCP (used by Schneider Electric, ABB and many
others). In addition, there are also consortiums that define common specifications for vertical
sector-oriented protocols such as BACNet/IP, IEC61870 or IEC60850. At the worst, it is almost
impossible to find the most appropriate communication protocol to use when needing to
communicate with degraded or custom devices.
It is not that easy to create a digitalized factory with an interconnected system in this ‘protocol
jungle’. It is not that easy to choose which protocol to use either. Furthermore, you will also need
to have the right information so that mapped data can be identified and read in their memory
areas. When planning to purchase a new Industry 4.0-oriented production line or machine, it
would be advisable to consider the aforementioned and enquire about the possibility to map data
using a standard protocol or an open architecture such as OPC UA or even Modbus TCP.
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OPC UA
The OPC UA technology is the most
effective and renowned standard
technology in the world of industrial
automation that is capable of uniting OT
and IT together perfectly. The OPC UA
technology is not only about exchanging
data between client and server, but it is the
essence of the interoperability and connectivity principles of factory information based on the
Industry 4.0 concepts. The pillars of this concept are built on performances and the OPC UA
cross-platform security that consent to OPC UA server integration directly in control devices
(Embedded) as well. Additionally, the OPC UA specifications are developed in conjunction with
PLC Open to provide a common information module with IEC61131-3 programming and not
only this. Recently, new OPC UA features were designed and implemented in Function Blocks of
IEC61131-3 controllers, hence transforming them into intelligent units in factory IT
communications to improve and simplify data access at all levels, whether intermediate
(SCADA/HMI) or those at the vertex of the pyramid (MES/ERP). For example, in an ‘intelligent’
network, each device or service must be able to communicate or respond to the specific
requests of other services. A device (OPC UA Server) would then be able to exchange even the
most complex data structures with devices (information) both vertically, from the lowest to the
highest level of the IT pyramid structure, locally or over the internet and in the Cloud, as
proposed by the Industry 4.0 criteria and Internet of Things (IoT) for architectures of future new
generation integrated systems.
By using this technology the production line will be able to talk and exchange data with other
dislocated machines throughout the company’s organization using a client-server architecture.
Higher up the pyramid, a process supervisor will be able to receive instructions from IT and
transmit them to the production systems. Ultimately, the managerial services (MES/ERP),
residing at the top of this pyramid, will be able to send instructions, recipes or I/O parameters to
the supervisor or directly to the machines increasing efficiency and productivity as a result. The
cross-platform concepts and the integrated security included as part of these specifications will
ensure maximum interoperability and security at all levels, locally and geographically distributed.

Industrial Internet of Things (IIoT)
The IIoT technology is almost a reality that seeks to revolutionize the global connectivity
concepts for the things that surround us. By focalizing the Internet of things concepts within the
industrial environment, we can deduce that machines will be able to send us much more
information than before and ‘talk with each other’ even though residing in different locations.
For instance, let’s imagine a situation where a machine in a production is about to breakdown or
is not functioning according to the parameters it has been set with. Within a IIoT scenario, the
machine would be able to inform the machine builders, or production manager, autonomously
so that an emergency maintenance plan can be put into action before it completely breaks
down altogether. Another example would be planning ahead for the raw materials needed,
according to data based on consumption rates and production orders, so that suppliers can be
notified in advance before the production line runs out.
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This type of scenario is completely possible in reality if you apply the concepts of connectivity
between things in networks over the internet. In order to make this happen you will need to
implement specific protocols that are safe due to the fact that data, made public on networks,
are vulnerable to mishandling that might compromise data integrity thus the security of all
business processes. They should also be lightweight and performing to handle the volume of
data that public networks will need to support. Even though there is not a standard IIoT
protocol yet, the MQTT protocol has become very popular and accepted as an OPC UA
specification. Progea has developed a Progea.Cloud Databoom protocol for its own Cloud
platform and for client convenience who wish to send data, or a proportion of data, to the
Cloud. It also offers the use of the PubNub protocol which is ideal for Machine-to-Machine
communications within an IIoT scenario.

Managerial Connectivity (MES/ERP)
In order to become a Smart Factory it should conform to the Industry 4.0 specifications.
Therefore it needs to interconnect its managerial system and IT to all field devices and
machines. Everything should be connected and everything should be able to exchange
information.
The OPC UA standard proposes the best and most modern solution to ensure connectivity
between IT and OT systems. Actually, a great number of ERP and MES system builders (e.g. SAP,
OSI-PI and others), have adopted OPC UA Client interfaces towards establishments consenting
to direct connectivity to field devices and sensors (PLC) that support this standard. Normally,
these systems are used to define what to produce and how much is to be produced by means of
supervision connectivity (SCADA and HMI), so that these systems can validate and delegate this
information to the appropriate control subsystems.
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Often, in addition to the OPC technology, the subordinated managerial systems permit data to
be exchanged through using shared data tables in the databased (e.g. SQL Server, MySQL or
Oracle). An Industry 4.0 system must also be able to connect in read-write towards any type of
shared data table or file.

Connext© is the software product that guarantees the best solution to solve all
connectivity problems by providing the most well known communication protocols
while performing as a gateway to guarantee field device interconnection. In doing so
it opens the way to interconnectivity between machines and between the OT and IT
levels. Furthermore, Connext© can publish information in the OPC UA address space,
to consent whoever supports this standard to display real-time data in read and/or
write. Ultimately, it offers the most commonly used IIoT protocols to allow process
data to be published in Cloud architectures, thus opening the way to Machine
Learning and data analysis functions in Cloud Analytics.
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4.0 Supervision

A good Industry 4.0 project should always
consider whether the supervision system is
capable of communicating with all production
subsystems and is userfriendly enough to
allow the smooth running of all the
production processes. Due to implementing
the use of a factory supervisor system, the
entire flux of data can be interconnected and
visualized on local, remote workstations or
mobile devices. This will empower companies
to manage their factories much better and
have a greater understanding of their

productivity processes and a reduction of
downtimes due to correct and effective
visualization of the problems that caused
them. The choice of a supervision platform is
an integral part of creating 4.0 information
systems and is fundamentally based on the
platform’s openness, flexibility and scalability
capacities. Progea has profound know-how
on SCADA/HMI technology that is specific to
and ideal for Smart Factory supervisory
solutions.
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Process Visualization
Automation Platform.NExT™ is a new generation software platform based on the most advanced and
innovative technology designed and developed by Progea, a company that boasts more than 25
years of experience in automation software technology particularly for SCADA/HMI platforms. The
international success of their Movicon™ product with over 120,000 applications deployed in all
automation sectors worldwide and in particular manufacturing, demonstrates their expertise in this
field.
The new generation Movicon.NExT™ is based on Automation Platform.NExT™, a modular technology
based on a .NET framework developed by Progea, especially for the world of automation in
architectures that run on PC and Embedded systems. The platform uses the OPC UA information
model so that the framework’s Client and Server Modules share modularity and openness. Its
modularity and technology make it an ideal solution that is perfect for every IIoT project that needs
to be intrinsically flexible and open.

SCADA, HMI and Data Analysis
Since the Platform.NExT™ platform is modular, it offers the possibility to manage the project’s Client
side with more flexibility and power. In effect, the platform’s Client is equipped with all the HMI and
Data Analysis features needed to create real-time data and highly sophisticated historical data
analysis representations using the vast ranging symbol and object libraries and the vector graphics
engine based on Windows Presentation Foundation (WPF) and XAML.
The Client can be used locally, in networks or with web access to view animated and dynamic
screens, alarm management, trends and data tables, charts, data analysis, dashboards and analytic
reports.
Your IIot project will become a true data analysis, supervision and MES station making full use of all
the module’s features offered by the platform including Movicon.NExT™.

Movicon™ Supervision projects, quick way to create intuitive monitoring and control
interfaces.
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4.0 Energy and
Productivity efficiency

It has become even more important than ever
for manufacturing companies to improve their
competitiveness by reducing production loss
and inefficiencies by applying the Lean
Manufacturing concepts to get the best out of
their productivity capacity. The starting point to
improve company productivity is to find out
what the Key Performance Indicators of your
production (KPI) are. This is done by
implementing the right measuring tools
designed to do this job.

It is only with this real information that a
company can actually know where the
inefficiencies of their production are and adopt
the necessary countermeasures to remove them.
Energy management systems are also another
crucial feature that every company should adopt
to reduce energy consumption that constitute

10-15% of company overall running costs.
Already many companies are being forced to
adopt new energy efficiency standards due to
the enforcement of more rigid regulations by
government legislation. These issues are also
part of European Government 4.0 Industry Plans.

The Performance Indicators
The only way to remove production inefficiencies is to use a trustworthy data collection tool to
perform reliable analysis. The OEE is the only value capable of indicating the real inefficiencies of each
production process. It can be applied to any production machine, island, line or even to the entire
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organization. The OEE is the true ally of Production Managers, Company Directors and Owners who
have to evaluate the profitability of their company assets and investment returns. OEE stands for
Overall Equipment Effectiveness, and is universally considered the most simple efficiency indicator
generated from Key Performance Indicators (KPI) based on three key production factors: Availability
(time), Performance (quantity) and Quality (rejects). The OEE is calculated by multiplying the value of
each one of these three factors (Availability x Performance x Quality).

Progea’s Pro.Lean© module
Due to the Automation Platform.NExT™ plug-in technology, the Pro.Lean© module can be
implemented in projects developed with the Progea technology without any problems. The purpose
of Pro.Lean© is to equip the company with an effective data collection and analysis tool that can be
used to identify the bottle necks and inefficiencies in their production processes so that they can be
reduced or completely removed to increase productivity and profits. Companies will soon see a quick
return of investment in deploying in Pro.Lean©, as an OEE analysis system according to the increase in
the OEE value gained over time.
Pro.Lean© is designed to communicate will the production system’s control devices, which include
PLC, PAC, CNC, industrial instrumentation, SCADA/HMI and ERP systems. The collected data are
displayed and filed on a SQL Server Database by using a simple and very intuitive wizard. No
programming is needed and the software Pro.Lean© software manages all real-time communications
and database filing with data clearly displayed on dashboards for at-a-glance and easy
comprehension. The module includes ready-to-use analysis tools, customizable reports and a variety
of charts that can also be viewed over the web.

The Pro.Lean© Productivity Efficiency Analysis projects are very simple to create
using the integrated Wizard. By using this Wizard, you will be able to create
complete analysis projects semi-automatically.
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Energy Efficiency Management
An Energy Management system represents an important opportunity for those wishing to address the
energy efficiency issue within their own production reality successfully. By deploying such a system
you will be able to:
•
•
•
•

Adopt a systematical approach to defining energy targets and identifying the tools most
adaptable to achieving them;
Identify opportunities for improvement;
Ensure compliance with regulatory requirements;
Reduce energy-related costs.

Adopting a voluntary approach to the ISO 50001 standard allows organizations to strategically plan
objectives and how to achieve them within a certain deadline. Deploying an Energy Management
system creates a significant competitive advantage over those who are less dynamically equipped by
improving, on one hand, the organization’s efficiency and on the other hand the corporate’s image.
As a consequence this will reinforce relationships with stakeholders such as customers, insurance
companies, creditors and public institutes. The aim of this standard is to provide corporates with a
benchmark to use for integrating improved energy performances in the daily management of their
activities. In addition, it seeks to promote the best energy management practices by helping to
improve them within projects designed to reduce the hothouse effect caused by gas emissions.

Il modulo Pro.Energy© di Progea
Section 4.6 of the ISO 50001 standard requires that the system management be implemented with the
appropriate monitoring and measuring tools which are essential and fundamental to any
management system.
According to the “If you can’t measure it, you can’t improve it” principle, companies will only benefit if
adopting a data collection and analysis system to effectively and transparently perform all the measuring
tasks relating consumptions and environment and process parameters. The more data available to the
Energy Manager, the more effective its optimization intervention will be and hence faster returns in
investments and profit gains for the company.
Pro.Energy© is a Movicon.NExT™ function model which allows you to connect the different types of
meters and counters applied in different energy vectors, measure real-time consumptions, record and
aggregate them in relational databases (SQL Server). The data can be analyzed according to time
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range and period, vector or cost center by comparing different periods, values or production sites
independently from their source of origin. This is a highly reliable tool to support managers in their
decision making and rapid plan of action implementation. The Pro.Energy© module displays the
collected real-time data on dashboard graphics that clearly show operating status and indicators.
Operators can understand at a glance and control the whole production process at any time and place
thanks to the interface’s Web feature.
Pro.Energy© collects data from all energy vectors, stores them on databased to analyze using simple
and reliable technology with purposely designed and ready-to-use reports, charts and tables that can
be customized to your every need. As Pro.Energy© is a function module of Movicon.NExT™, it inherits
the technology of a .NET, XAML, SQL Server™ and HTML5 platform.

The Pro.Energy© Energy analysis projects are very quick and easy to create. A wizard
is used to create complete energy consumption measuring and analysis projects in
semi-automatic mode.
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4.0 Cloud Computing

The last but probably the most important
component to consider, when planning IIoT
projects, is the software platform on which to
implement data access and management.
Generally, companies a more inclined to focus
on their core-business by favoring the use of
standard, open and user-friendly platforms.
The choice is a strategic one for any company
looking to invest their resources in the most
appropriate way possible while containing
initial costs and managing return on
investment (ROI) on an average to long term
basis. As data is managed it soon becomes
apparent how essential data management is
for strategic business projects to evolve and
expand. The ideal solution is to choose a
standard platform, one that can ensure
choosing between IIoT protocol or other
industrial protocols, and one that is modular
and expandable offering all the features

necessary to create not just data collection
systems but also business intelligence,
process management, alarm management
and the remote control of a supervisory
system.

Historian in DB or Cloud
The Platform.NExT™ Server offers a simple and powerful recording engine with both Historian and
Data Logger models. The server data can be recorded on SQL Server database for default (the
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system is predefined to support Oracle and MySQL as well), or record collected data in the Cloud by
supporting SQL for Microsoft Azure or in the Cloud Progea – Databoom platform which has been
created specifically for this purpose. The solution offered by Platform.NExT™ already integrates all
the tools needed for communication, data aggregation and recording in the preferred database
according to project criteria and needs.

Progea Cloud.Databoom
This Cloud platform is the result of collaboration between Progea and Databoom to provide
technological excellence in the software for automation united with unbeatable services. The Cloud
Progea - Databoom platform is based on a solution explicitly designed for Cloud and IoT, with
continuous safety and performance due to the new generation of non-relational databases such as
MongoDB dedicated to supporting Big Data. Connectivity is based on a safe and lightweight
communication driver that makes data collecting extremely simple while ensuring their integrity even
in the event of temporary internet connection loss. A simple, reliable and safe Industrial Internet of
Things protocol is used.
The Progea technology permits data to be collected from factory systems through the Connext©
gateway and the Movicon™ SCADA and HMI. This is the best connectivity technology to use for
connecting to any field device and network such as PLC Siemens, Rockwell, Schneider, Omron, Saia,
Mitsubishi, Modbus, Konnex, Bacnet, Profinet, Profibus, Ethernet/IP and many others. In addition to
the great number of communication drivers available, the gateway is OPC UA technology certified.
The platform’s protocols can therefore be expanded and customized as needed.

This diagram shows an example of how data is collected from different
field devices connected in an architecture with protocol for IIoT. In this
example the Database where data is collected to is based on Cloud (Ms
SQL Azure)
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Data recorded on the Cloud platform can be displayed by means of using simple and instantly available
Dashboard configurations. These Dashboards can be configured with various Widgets and ready-touse objects. There is also a variety of tools to use as pleased, such as signal lists, detailed objects,
analytic charts of various types and infographics. Users can create as many Dashboards as needed and
customize them to display specific information in clearest way possible. The advanced analysis tools are
particularly handy to use for comparing and cross referencing different signal data or time ranges in the
same chart.

The IIoT Cloud architecture of Progea.Cloud Databoom is pleasingly safe and
performing. Its infrastructure is based on extremely safe and reliable Google Cloud
architecture. It uses non-relational DB storage which has been specifically designed to
manage “Big Data”. Creating IoT Cloud projects is simple and quick using the Progea
solutions. The Cloud platform provides analytical functions that are much more than
the ordinary ones.
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